PERFORMANCE PAID
MARKETING
Case Study - Ocean & Earth

DISCOVER

THE COG DIGITAL APPROACH TO
PERFORMANCE PAID MARKETING

This document will introduce you to one of the
COG Digital Performance Paid Marketing (SEM)
projects as a simple case study.
It supports our work experience and provides some
insight to how we connect brand to business and
provide value in our brand and marketing services.
Read through, enjoy, and get in touch anytime!

WHAT WE KNEW FROM THE START
We knew that Ocean & Earth needed a trusted professional
Australian eCommerce digital marketing team to strategize,
manage, campaign and nurture their paid performance
marketing.
We also knew that the Ocean & Earth brand needed a Digital
Marketing agency that is affordable, communicates clearly
with a no b/s approach, and understands the Google Search
and Display Ad networks and Social Media.
Plus, their business wanted an at-call team of digital experts
to offer solutions for better performance in Google organic
search, website UX, and simply provide value in the service.

ABOUT THE CLIENT
Ocean & Earth was founded by Brian Cregan and established in 1978 producing a
couple of basic surfing products and a staff of three. Slowly growing by
establishing a network of retailers. Staff knowledge of surfing helped with product
development and good old trial and error.
By the early eighties domestic distribution covered the majority of the main surfing
areas and some export sales were achieved by “word of mouth”.
By the mid to late eighties the Ocean & Earth product range had grown significantly
to encompass a broad range of surfing accessories, backpacks and a small range
of clothing which still is the backbone of the company today.
Today O&E is a global brand supporting the world's best professional surfers.
Ocean & Earth is the only remaining original Australian surf company that has been
around for over 30 years and that remains 100% independent and Australian.

FROM THE CLIENT
“Obviously as a surf specific brand,
Ocean & Earth needed to connect with
a team that not only live our lifestyle,
but intimately understand our targeted
consumer groups and how they
behave online. COG Branding have
remained dedicated and consistent in
providing not only unwavering first
class support but great results, month
on month year on year”.
-

Phil Macdonald, CEO

THE KEY COG DIGITAL SOFTWARE &
TECHNOLOGY IN THIS PROJECT.
Google Ads

Google Analytics

Big Commerce

Google Ads is an online
advertising platform
developed by Google, where
advertisers bid to display
brief advertisements, service
offerings, product listings, or
videos to web users.

Google Analytics is a web
analytics service offered by
Google that tracks and
reports website traffic,
currently as a platform
inside the Google
Marketing Platform brand.

BigCommerce is a
NASDAQ-listed ecommerce
platform that provides
software as a service
services to retailers.

It can place ads both in the
results of search engines like
Google Search and on
non-search websites, mobile
apps, and videos

Google Analytics is a web
analytics service that
provides statistics and
basic analytical tools for
search engine optimization
(SEO) and marketing
purposes.

The company’s platform
includes online store
creation, search engine
optimization, hosting, and
marketing and security from
small to Enterprise sized
businesses.

MAIN
CHALLENGES
Whether you are starting your first
project or have a lot of experience, one
thing is for certain nothing that is worth
doing is easy, nor is it meant to be.

●

Achieve a solid ROAS
within a highly
competitive sector.

●

Strategically manage
wholesale (retail)
relationships.

●

Find efﬁciency in the
product categories
against seasonal
variations.

●

Manage brand
reputation customers
against category
search bargain
hunters.

All projects have challenges and people
really on COG Digital for our astute and
confident project management.
Our team proactively engages with our
clients during the project planning phase
to ensure we meet the exact
requirements as well as understand the
expectations.

BRIEF SUMMARY
Ocean & Earth approached COG Digital with a brief to deliver the paid performance
marketing strategy and campaign deployments across the Google search and display
networks. The brief included the SEO projects which you can read about here.
With a connection to the core surfing community the O&E hardware surfing products are highly
regarded thus have a niche and very specific customer target audience. Because of this their
online performance marketing required a sophisticated approach to lead generation and SEM
(Search Engine Marketing) to ensure they cut through to their target audience and reach their
community online, who ideally are full price paying customers. The surfing community is made
up of numerous tiers and subcultures, and the bagin hunter lifestyle holiday maker is not
necessarily the targeted consumer for all of the O&E product range.
Surf products as a category online is very competitive with a variety of discount
supermarket-type vendors. Here price is a key driver in decision making for some customer
groups, thus high click volumes occur from eager shoppers hunting the best price impacting
heavily on the market driven CPC and subsequent ROAS.

SOLUTIONS SUMMARY
The COG Digital Solution is a tactical and strategic approach to deploying digital
performance marketing campaigns and generating SEO assets and activity.
Knowing that a strong SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) program will support any SEM
activity and programs, a key part of our brief was to include the SEO intelligence into the
Digital PPC Strategy as to ensure the optimisations from an Owned Media strategy could
work cohesively with a Paid Performance Marketing Strategy.
By having full through the line visibility on all digital touchpoints we were able to create a
comprehensive approach to deploying Google Ads and delivering SEO efforts, managed
tightly month on month, tracking and monitoring sitemap indexing.
Our focus ensured that organically, Ocean & Earth is competing strongly and providing every
opportunity for SERP’s (Search Engine Ranking Position) to support any paid search activity.
With a growing list of product categories being absorbed into the Search Ad program on a
weekly basis, the SEO works would need to run consistently on this growth path. With a
sophisticated dynamic retargeting strategy in place with a strong visual display asset base,
the Ad Strategy and SEO Strategy is a comprehensive network of performance marketing for
Ocean & Earth getting the most value out of each CPC.

RESULTS SUMMARY
ROAS Powerhouse Success!
●

Exceeding 1000%+ ROAS for 3 consecutive months and, another 350% ROAS
month on month of an entire year, our performance marketing for Ocean &
Earth broke some records for COG Digital.

●

With an ever growing product offering and category performance growing
with each expansion, the overall return on investment for SEO and PPC
activity was a clear winner.

●

While the Covid-19 pandemic shockwave rippled through online and offline
retail, our SEO foundation works which followed web convention set up the
eCommerce trade with a solid foundation to compete at an organic and paid
level. This with a flexible strategy ensured Ocean & Earth could push and pull
levers reactively to take advantage of opportunities and choose which
performance battles to take on.

●

Key Summary: Strength and sustainability in the Ocean & Earth investment to
their eCommerce strategy and performance.

THE COG BRANDING
PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
DOWNLOAD THE PRODUCT GUIDE

LEARN MORE >

LEARN MORE >

WE’VE DELIVERED PROJECT SUCCESS
FOR COMPANIES THAT YOU KNOW.
BUT WE’RE SMALL BUSINESS
SPECIALISTS READY FOR NEW
PARTNERSHIPS.

CLAIM YOUR FREE 30-MINUTE
BRIEFING SESSION
Getting results like this case study is only a phone call away.
If you’re serious about dominating your market and maximizing — down to the
last dollar — your branding ROI, you must step up and take
brand marketing seriously.
If you have any questions, or would like our help on implementing the type of
strategy we’ve presented here take advantage of our free 30-minute strategy
session where we’ll discuss your business goals and challenges.
Please note this is not a sales call. You will be speaking with one of our highly
experienced marketing experts, not a salesman.
(02) 9523 6007
Enquiries@COGbranding.com.au

BECOME A COG CLIENT TODAY.
ACHIEVE GROWTH AND SUCCESS
WITH A RELIABLE PARTNER.

Phone:
Email:
Address:

+612 9523 6007
Enquiries@COGbranding.com.au
11 Kingsway Cronulla 2230 NSW AU
www.COGbranding.com.au

www.COGbranding.com.au
Welcome@COGbranding.com.au
+612 9523 6007.
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